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HENRYʼS FREEDOM BOX 
by Christina Ham 

 
CAST OF CHARACTERS: 

 
HENRY “BOX” BROWN  male, 9 and 15-years-old, African-American 
BERT     male, 10-years-old, African-American 
JAMES    male, 9 and 15-years-old, African-American 
NANCY    female, 15-years-old, African-American 
MRS. BROWN             female, 17-years-old, African-American 
MASTER BARRET   male, 17-years-old, white 
WILLIAM BARRET    male, 15-years-old, white 
DOCTOR    male, 18-years-old, white 
NURSE/ABBY    female, 18-years-old, white 
SAMUEL SMITH    male, 15-years-old, white 
OVERSEER    male, 15-years-old, white 
BOSS MAN     male, 16-years-old, white 
BOSS MAN #2    male, 16-years-old, white 
WORKER    male or female, 9-years-old, African-American 
WORKER #2    male or female, 10-years-old, African-American 
POSTMAN     male, 14-years-old, white 
MR. JOHNSON    male, 18-years-old, white 
CHORUS/TOWN FOLKS  A variety of ages, genders, and ethnicities 
 
 
TIME: 
 
The past. 1824 and 1830. 
 
SETTING: 
 
The Hermitage Plantation in Louisa County, Virginia, Richmond, Virginia, and Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania. 
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HENRYʼS FREEDOM BOX 
by Christina Ham 

 
SETTING: The Hermitage Plantation in Louisa County,  
 Virginia. The suggestion of fields in the distance 

annunciate a different time and place in which blacks served 
their master. As the lights slowly come up the rattle  
and hum of field hands tilling the miles of land begin to 
formulate the opening chords to Under Massaʼs Eye. 

 
AT RISE: A spotlight illuminates a nine-year-old black slave named 

HENRY BROWN. He wears oversized burlap pants held up 
by a piece of twine, a cotton shirt, and bare feet. He and his 
friend BERT, dressed similarly, but a year older, are hard at 
work in the fields. On the front porch MASTER BARRET 
leans on his cane, watching his flock quite carefully. 
 
SONG #1 “WORKINʼ FOR MASSA CHARLIE” 

  
 FIELD HANDS: 
TOIL ALL NIGHT 
SWEAT ALL DAY 
AINT NO PAY 
WORKINʼ FOR MASSA CHARLIE 
WORKINʼ FOR MASSA CHARLIE 
 
UNDER MASSAʼS EYE 
NO ALLOWED TO CRY 
NO BETTER DONʼT LIE 
ʻBOUT THE CHORES YOU DID 
ʻBOUT THE COTTON PICKED 
ʻBOUT YOUR COUGH AND SNEEZE 
DAT YOU MIGHT BE SICK 
ʻBOUT YOUR ACHES AND PAINS 
ʻBOUT YOUR LOSS AND SHAME 
UNDER MASSAʼS EYE 
YOU ONLY ʻLOWED TO DIE 
YOU ONLY ʻLOWED TO DIE 
 
 MAMA BROWN: 
LIGHTER SKIN APPLE OF MASSAʼS EYE 
BUT DARKER SKIN, LORD HELP YOUR SIN 
 
 FIELD HANDS: 
ONCE NIGHT FALL 
AND MY HEAD HIT DAT PILLOW 
ALL I CAN DO 
TO KEEP FROM WEEPINʼ LIKE A WILLOW 
IS DREAMINʼ ON THE WORD 
THAT EVEN SCARES THE HAINTS 
IF THE MASSA DONE HEARD 
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LORD, CALL THE SAINTS 
ITʼS FREEDOM (FREEDOM) 
FREEDOM (FREEDOM) 
F-R-E-E SPELL THE BEGININʼ OF FREEDOM 
 
UNDER MASSAʼS EYE 
THE CHAINS IS TIGHT 
UNDER MASSAʼS EYE 
NO NEVER SIGH 
ʻBOUT YOUR LIFE THATʼS HIS 
ʻBOUT YOUR DYINʼ WISH 
SOMETHING AB OUT EMANCIPATION 
LORD, CHILD, WHAT EVER GAVE YOU THAT INCLINATION? 
 
CAUSE UNDER MASSAʼS EYE 
THE ONE AND ONLY THING THAT  
YOU ALLOWED TO DO IS DIE 
YOU ONLY ʻLOWED TO DIE 
YOU ONLY ʻLOWED TO DIE 
 

(The CHORUS goes back to work in the field, MASTER 
BARRET goes back into the house and MAMA BROWN goes 
back to work in the kitchen. HENRY picks up a mason jar and 
looks inside of it.) 

 
  BERT 
Why you bring dat ole thing out here? 
 
  HENRY 
Any day now he like ta bloom. 
 
  BERT 
You gone let dis one go dis time? 
 
  HENRY 
Only if I git ta go widʼim and see where he take off ta. 
 
  BERT 
Another butterfly gone wilt in dat ole jar. 
 
 (The crack of a whip is heard in the distance. The sound of 
 crying isnʼt far behind it. HENRY and BERT scurry to get 
 back to work.) 
 
  HENRY 
Sometime I think my mama be fibbing when she say our family come from da Gold Coast. 
   
  BERT 
Sound like a fairy tale ta me. 
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  HENRY 
She say we was tore from a land filled with princes and queens and gold. 
 
  BERT 
Den why you here? 
 
  HENRY 
Gotta be a mistake. 
 
  BERT 
 (laughs) 
Only mistake be your skin color. 
 
  HENRY 
Your mama ever tell you where your family from? 
 
  BERT 
Naw. 
 
  HENRY 
You ever ask her? 
 
  BERT 
Naw. 
 
  HENRY 
Why? 
 
  BERT 
ʻcause Iʼm from Virginia. Who care ʻbout all dat other stuff? 
 
  HENRY 
Mama say where we be from da people ainʼt look like no ghosts. Donʼt you wanna know 
where dat be? 
 
  BERT 
What for? Dey ainʼt got no use for me and I ainʼt got none for dem. You git older you 
understand dis stuff. 
 
  HENRY 
Nine falls done come and gone. Mean I be ten soon. Just like you. 
 
  BERT 
Ainʼt nobody on Massa Barretʼs plantation know dey birthday. 
 
  HENRY 
My mama know how to figure it out. 
 
  BERT 
Better git yo mind ta figurinʼ out dis cotton. 
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(OVERSEER walks over to HENRY and BERT and they 
straighten.) 

 
  OVERSEER 
Go git me some of your mama lemonade. 
 
  HENRY 
Yes, suh! 
 

(HENRY runs from the field to the kitchen where his mom, 
MAMA BROWN, is hard at work cleaning the floor.) 

 
 HENRY 
(sings) 

F-r-e-e spell the beginning of freedom 
F-r-e-e spell the beginning… 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (whispering) 
What I tell you ʻbout using dat word up in here? Tryinʼ to get us all beat? Or, worse… Killt? 
 
  HENRY 
 (sighs) 
Mama, itʼs just a song. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Hope you ainʼt be round Bert talking like dat. 
 
  HENRY 
He my best friend. We tell each other everʼthing. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (stands) 
Some things need to be kept ta yourself. Know massa be giving some a da chilʼren marbles 
ta report back taʼim ʻbout whatʼs going on. 
 
  HENRY 
Bert wouldnʼt turn me in. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
How you know? 
 
  HENRY 
 (pause) 
I donʼt. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (beat) 
You ʻmember what happened to Achilles? 
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  HENRY 
 (mumbles) 
Yesʼum. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
You too young ta ʻmember all of it, but Achilles took ta spellinʼ too. Soon he learnt ta spell the 
unforgivable word—freedom. Years he tended ta its seed ʻtil its roots done grown so deep 
that there wasnʼt nothing left for him ta do, but run. Tookʼim one day ta get the notion ta do 
it—ten years ta actually do it—five hours ʻtil massa and his hands track him down, whupped 
him, then slice that sweet spot on the back a his leg where he couldnʼt walk no more. I ainʼt 
gonna have that happen ta you. Hear me? 
 
  HENRY 
Yesʼum. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
You put yourself and me in danger. Most days we gotta good thing going here. Betterʼn most. 
Donʼt blaspheme ʻround here with dat word again.  
 
  HENRY 
ʻkay. 
 (beat) 
What we gonna do for my birthday tomorrow? 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Boy, sometime I think you be making this stuff up. 
 
  HENRY 
I ʻmember you said da leaves was da color of burnt toast. Dat be now. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
We see what we gone do ʻbout it.  
 
  HENRY 
Thanks, mama! 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
You welcome. Now, what you really come in here for? 
  HENRY 
Overseer… 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Want some more of my lemonade. 
 
 (MAMA BROWN pours HENRY some lemonade.) 
 
  MAMA BROWN (Cont.) 
Run on ʻfore you get beat. 
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  SONG# 1a “IS MASSA GONNA SELL US” 
 
  HENRY 
 (sings) 
Mammy, is oleʼ massa gwinʼer sell us tomorrow? 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (sings) 
Yes, my chile. 
 
   HENRY 
 (sings) 
Whar he gwinʼer sell us? 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (sings) 
Way down south in Georgia. 
 
 (They laugh. Then, MAMA BROWN turns serious.) 
 
  MAMA BROWN (Cont.) 
ʻmember what I said. 
 
  HENRY 
Yesʼum. 
 

(The song intro for A Leaf Tangled in the Wind begins to play. 
HENRY walks slowly towards the fields, but stops to take in 
the sky and the freedom it contains.) 
 
 SONG #2 “A LEAF TANGLED  
        IN THE WIND” 

   
  HENRY: 
A LEAF TANGLED IN THE WIND 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
TAKE ME ON THE WIND AND SET ME FREE 
TAKE ME TO THE PLACES THAT I LONG TO BE 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
 
HENRY:  FIELD HANDS: 
RIGHT OVER THEM FIELDS HOH!  HAH! 
TREES PART LIKE THE RED SEA HOH!  HAH! 
OH WOULD MOTHER NATURE HOH! 
BEND HER HAND TO ME  HAH! 
GOD OF MOSES BE MY SHIELD HOH!  HAH! 
LEAD ME TO THE PROMISED LAND HOH! 
AND SET ME FREE  HAH! 
OH WOULD MOTHER NATURE HOH! 
BEND HER HAND TO ME  HAH! 
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  HENRY: 
A LEAF TANGLED IN THE WIND 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
TAKE ME ON THE WIND AND SET ME FREE 
TAKE ME TO THE PLACES THAT I LONG TO BE 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
OH, WOULD MOTHER NATURE BEND HER HAND TO ME 
A LEAF TANGLED IN THE WIND… 
 
 (HENRY slowly walks to OVERSEER who has a rifle  
 slung over his shoulder.) 
 
  HENRY 
Suh. 
 
  OVERSEER 
Boy, sneak up behind me like that again git you shot. 
 
  HENRY 
 (hands him lemonade) 
Yes, suh. 
 
  OVERSEER 
You spill any? 
 
  HENRY 
Naw, suh. 
 
  OVERSEER 
Good niggra. Git back to work. 
 
 (HENRY goes back to work picking cotton next to BERT.) 
 
  BERT 
Took you long enough. 
 
  HENRY 
Hate when he interrupt my pickinʼ. My bag already light. Now, I gotta make up for it. 
 
  BERT 
He gone make you pick through da night. 
 
  HENRY 
Donʼt I know it. 
 
  BERT 
Need help? 
 
  HENRY 
Naw. 
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  BERT 
Heard Millie say dat massa still take ta being sick. 
 
  HENRY 
He ainʼt never been sick dis long. 
 
  BERT 
Lucky for you—and your light bag. 
 
  HENRY 
 (pause) 
Bert, where you git dem marbles from we used ta play wid? 
 
  BERT 
I stoleʼem from Zeke. Why? 
 
  HENRY 
You ainʼt git none from massa? 
 
  BERT 
Massa ainʼt never gimme nothing but a whupping. He give you some? 
 
  HENRY 
Naw. 
 
  BERT 
You bring back any biscuits from da big house? 
 
  HENRY 
Naw. Think mama was sore at me. 
 
  BERT  
You was talking ʻbout freedom wasnʼt you?  
 
 (HENRY is quiet.) 
 
  BERT (Cont.) 
 (looks around cautiously) 
Anybody looking? 
 
  HENRY 
 (looks) 
Boss man on da other side of da field. 
   
  BERT 
My mama tole me not ta tell nobody ʻbout dis. But, since she ainʼt here no more I ainʼt feel 
like Iʼm breaking my word. Your mama done tole you da story of Achilles, right? 
 
  HENRY 
 (sighs) 
If I have to hear ʻbout dat man and his bum leg one more time— 
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  BERT 
Henry—my daddy was wid Achilles da night he run. 
 
  HENRY 
What? 
 
  BERT 
Way mama tole it there was a group of Quakers sneaking round the plantations helping 
slaves ta escape. 
 
  HENRY 
A Quaker another word for a cracker? 
 
  BERT 
It mean somebody religious. 
   
  HENRY 
Thought churches round here believe in slavery. 
 
  BERT 
This kinda church be filled wid abolitionists. 
 
  HENRY 
Whatʼs dem? 
 
  BERT 
People dat donʼt like slavery. 
 
  HENRY 
White people like dat exist? 
 
  BERT 
They come in and try ta lead you up North—most times dese slaves dat git caught escaping 
git a early grave. 
 
  HENRY 
What ʻbout your daddy? He go ta da haint yard? 
 
  BERT 
Far as I know he made it. 
 
  HENRY 
How he do it? 
 
  BERT 
Dese Quakers sent somebody to pose as one a massaʼs slaves to sneak ʻn leadʼem  to da 
safe houses ʻlong the freedom trail. If dey lucky dey git to where dey going. If dey ainʼt 
lucky… Well, dey just ainʼt lucky. 
 
  HENRY 
Where was your daddy and Achilles headed? 
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  BERT 
Philadelphi-a. 
 
  HENRY 
How far is dat? 
 
  BERT 
Thousands of miles away. 
 
  HENRY 
 (really impressed) 
Wow. If dat was my daddy Iʼd be bragging something fierce onʼim. 
 
  BERT 
He swore heʼd send for me and my mama, but he never did. Far as I can tell it he walking 
round free wid a brand new family while mama got sold off and Iʼm still stuck here. 
 
  HENRY 
Maybe he waiting for the right time. 
 
  BERT 
Henry, it ainʼt gonna happen. If it was he woulda done it already. 
 
  HENRY 
These Quakers still ʻround? 
 
  BERT 
Yeah. But, dey donʼt dare breathe round here no more. After daddy and Achilles make a run 
for it Massa Barret git more pale riders—like overseer—here in da field ta watch over us. 
Nobody think ʻbout freedom round here since. ʻcept for you. 
 
  HENRY 
Wonder why mama never tole me this? 
 
  BERT 
Figure what you ainʼt know couldnʼt haunt you. 
 (beat) 
What you gone even do if you had your freedom? 
 
  HENRY 
 (thinks) 
Git up when I want, play my fiddle all day long, skip rocks, and den maybe I hang out wid 
other free people. 
 
  BERT 
Take it from me—freedom leave the people you love—like your mama—behind. 
 
  HENRY 
Iʼd fix things so dat she could come wid me. 
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  BERT 
Donʼt risk your life for a fairy tale da white folk tell ya. Black folk fairy tales donʼt ever got a 
happy ending.  Besides, life on Massa Barretʼs plantation ainʼt so bad. 
 
  HENRY 
 (sulks) 
ʻdatʼs what everybody say. 
 

(HENRY walks away from BERT in the field. The underscore 
of A Leaf Tangled in the Wind continues to play as day turns 
to night. HENRY slowly walks to the slave quarters where 
MAMA BROWN is waiting on him.) 

 
  HENRY (Cont.) 
Lord, mama. Iʼm so tired. I just wanna sleep. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
I know, baby. But, I need you ta go fetch some kindlinʼ for the stove. It gonna be cold tonight. 
 
 (The CHORUS of field slaves file into their respective  
 slave quarters, but HENRY turns around and instead of  

going inside goes to get kindling. As the underscore fades 
away the lights in all the quarters are turned off. In the 
darkness, a rooster crows and another long day begins. The 
CHORUS of slaves come out of their quarters with their hoes 
and begin their work in the fields. they sing the slave work 
song Chained to the Land.) 

        
 SONG #3, “HOE, EMMA, HOE” 
   
  CALLER: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
  ALL: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
  CALLER: 
EMMA, YOU FROM THE COUNTRY 
 
  ALL: 
EMMA HELP PLANT THESE SEEDS 
 
  CALLER: 
EMMA WORK HARDER THAN TWO GROWN MEN 
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  ALL: 
EMMA HELP PULL AND PLOW AND PLANT AND PICK AND 
 
  CALLER: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
  ALL: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
  CALLER: 
EMMA YOU GOT A STRONG BACK 
 
  ALL: 
EMMA HELP PULL THESE WEEDS 
 
 
  CALLER 
EMMA FILL UP THIS COTTON SACK 
 
ALL: 
EMMA HELP PULL AND PLOW AND PLANT AND PICK AND 
 
  CALLER: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
  ALL: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE, 
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND 
HOW, EMMA, HOE 
 
CALLER:  SOLOIST: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE,  OH  
YOU TURN AROUND 
DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND EMMA GOTTA WORK 
HOW, EMMA, HOE  TILL THE WORK BE DONE 
 
 
 
ALL:  SOLOIST: 
HOE, EMMA, HOE,  OH 
YOU TURN AROUND 
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DIG A HOLE IN THE GROUND LORDY, LORDY 
HOW, EMMA, HOE  HOE, EMMA, HOE 
 
 (The digging of the hoes becomes methodical as MAMA 
 BROWN emerges from the slave quarters with HENRY  
 following close behind her. They are already in mid -
 conversation.) 
 
  HENRY 
But, mama… I gotta git back ta da  cotton. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Massa done ask dat I have you bring him some tea.  
 
  HENRY 
He ainʼt never asked ta see me alone before. 
 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
I know it. 
 
  HENRY 
Why me? What I do? Was my bags too light?  
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Lord, Henry. If you donʼt stop all your questioning… 
 
 (MAMA BROWN puts the finishing touches on a small 
 tea tray that sheʼs obviously been readying for HENRY 
 to take to the massa.) 
 
  MAMA BROWN (Cont.) 
Now, you be a good boy. And, ʻmember—donʼt speak ʻless he tell you ta. 
 
  HENRY 
Yesʼum. 
 
 (MAMA BROWN gingerly places the tray into HENRYʼs 
 tiny arms. She holds his back for support then lets him go. 
 HENRY walks to the porch where Master Barret is 
 propped up in a rocking chair with a heavy quilt wrapped 
 around him. He may cough occasionally. HENRY stops 
 dead in his tracks when he sees MASTER BARRET, but 
 the master waves for him to come closer. HENRY  
 carefully places the tray on the table in front of the master 
 then stands there. Thereʼs a brief stand off.) 
 
  MASTER BARRET 
 (waving at the tea) 
Well? Go ʻhead, boy. 
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 (Finally understanding, HENRY slowly pours the master  
 the tea and tries to hand it to him. The master waves it 
 away.) 
 
  MASTER BARRET (Cont.) 
Not now. I ainʼt thirsty. 
 
 (HENRY sets the tea cup down.) 
 
  MASTER BARRET (Cont.) 
Know why I asked you here? 
 
 (HENRY shakes his head.) 
 
  MASTER BARRET (Cont.) 
You one of the best little niggras I got on this here plantation. Know that? 
 (HENRY doesnʼt respond.) 
You can clean a barn and pick a bale cotton without breaking a sweat it seem like. I like a 
niggra thatʼs industrious. Kinda remind me of me growing up. I gotta make some changes 
ʻround here. Doctor say I ainʼt getting no better and that—heck— Iʼm ʻbout to meet my maker. 
Your mama a good woman. She too old to sell, but I canʼt set her free. She nothing but a 
grown-up chile not able to care for herself. But she birthed you to be a good worker, Henry. I 
wanna make sure you well-cared for ʻfore I leave this earth. I gotta son, William, in Richmond 
own a tobacco factory and heʼs looking for a good, hard working niggra like yourself. Iʼll be 
sending you to him straight away. My sonʼs a good massa just like me. 
 (coughs) 
Now git on outta here so I can drink my tea in peace. 
 
  HENRY 
Yes, massa. 
 
 (HENRY exits. He canʼt help but mask his  disappointment 

as he walks past MAMA BROWN in the kitchen on his way to 
the slave quarters. She follows close behind.) 

 
  MAMA BROWN 
What he say? 
 
  HENRY 
He selling me off, mama. I ainʼt never gonna see you again! 
 
 (MAMA BROWN clutches HENRY tightly to her chest.) 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Lord, no. 
 
  HENRY 
I donʼt wanna go, mama!  
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  MAMA BROWN 
I know. But we ainʼt got no say so in dese matters. We go where we told, but even when we 
separated we know dat da blood—our blood—ainʼt never gone tear us apart. Hear me?  
 
  HENRY 
What Iʼm gonna do without you? 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
You just ʻmember what I done taught you. Keep it close ta you—like a kerchief—and pull it 
out when you need it.  
 
  HENRY 
Tomorrow my birthday, mama. 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
 (puts her finger to his mouth) 
I know. 
 (beat) 
Looky here. 
 

(MAMA BROWN gives HENRY something thatʼs wrapped in a 
handkerchief and puts it into his pocket.) 

 
 HENRY  

Whatʼs dis? 
 
  MAMA BROWN 
Lilʼ something for you. Open it when you git ta where you going. In the meantime—letʼs try to 
enjoy our last day together. 
 
 (The music for Lord Why Come Me Here begins to  
 play as HENRY and MAMA BROWN curl up on the 
 cot.) 
 
  SONG #4, “LORD WHY COME ME HERE” 
 
  MAMA BROWN: 
LORD WHY COME ME HERE 
LORD WHY COME ME HERE 
LORD WHY COME ME HERE 
I WISH I NEVER WAS BORN 
 
THEY TREAT ME SO MEAN HERE LORD 
THEY TREAT ME SO MEAN HERE 
THEY TREAT ME SO MEAN HERE 
I WISH I NEVER WAS BORN 
 
THEY SOLD MY CHIKDREN AWAY LORD 
THEY SOLD MY CHILDREN AWAY 
THEY SOLD MY CHILDREN AWAY 
I WISH I NEVER WAS BORN 
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  MAMA BROWN (Cont.): 
I WISH I NEVER WAS BORN 
 (MAMA BROWN ties HENRYʼs things into a sack as she 

wipes away the tears. She continues to sing while she does 
this. The OVERSEER comes to the slave quarters holding 
chains.) 

 
  OVERSEER 
Git over here, boy. 
 (HENRY hugs his mama for one last time. OVERSEER  
 angrily comes over and pulls HENRY away. MAMA  
 BROWN keeps up a brave front as she watches HENRY 
 being placed in chains. Tears run down his face.) 
 
  OVERSEER (Cont.) 
You keep crying and Iʼm a give you something to sure ʻnuff cry ʻbout. 
 

(OVERSEER walks away with HENRY along with some other 
children on a chain gang. It seems as if HENRYʼs life swirls 
around him. MAMA BROWN quickly turns away. Not able to 
bear the sight of her child being taken. BERT walks over to 
MAMA BROWN and holds her hand.  
 
The OVERSEER pulls HENRY, along with the other SLAVES, 
in front of Barretʼs Tobacco Factory. He is greeted by BOSS 
MAN who quickly counts the load. He pulls a roll of bills from 
his pocket.) 

 
  BOSS MAN  
From my boss to yours—thirty-five-hundred dollars.  
 
 (OVERSEER counts the money.) 
 
  OVERSEER 
Little short, ainʼt ya? 
 
  BOSS MAN  
One ofʼem suppose to be a gift. 
 
 (BOSS MAN pushes HENRY.) 
 
  OVERSEER 
Must be this one. 
 
  BOSS MAN  
Then, we straight? 
 
  OVERSEER 
Yeah.  
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(The OVERSEER walks away. HENRY, along with the other 
SLAVES, are led to their sleeping quarters in the back of the 
factory. A huge sign above the doorway says, “No Smokinʼ”. 
HENRY takes his sack and throws it on an empty cot. The 
floor is made of dirt. HENRY covers his nose and mouth. 
JAMES, sneaks into the sleeping quarters to check out the 
new arrivals.) 
 
 JAMES 

It take time, but you get used ta it. 
 
  HENRY 
Where da privies at? 
 
  JAMES 
Got ta use da woods. 
 (beat)   
Whatʼs your name? 
 
  HENRY 
Henry.  
 
  JAMES 
Iʼm James. 
 
  HENRY 
How long you been here? 
 
  JAMES 
Long enough. 
 
  HENRY 
Got any family here? 
 
  JAMES 
Ainʼt never knowed my family. It be just me. 
 
  HENRY 
I miss my mama already.  
 
  JAMES 
Best git yourself a new family—here. 
 
 (HENRY swats at the air.) 
 
  HENRY 
Lotta flies. 
 
  JAMES 
ʻsqueeters and lice too.  
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  HENRY 
If I was a ʻsqueeter I be far away from here. 
 

- END OF EXCERPT - 
 

To finish reading the play contact the playwright: 
emailme@christinaham.com 


